SPECIAL TOOLING AND SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

I. Special Tooling or Special Test Equipment Photographs

Seller shall provide Buyer the following for each item of Special Tooling or Special Test Equipment acquired by Seller under this contract:

A. Special Test Equipment. One scaled photograph showing major item and its components. Photograph shall be of the item marked with identifications as required by III. below.

B. Special Tooling. One close-up photograph. Photograph shall be of the item, marked with identifications as required by III. below.

C. The photographs shall be accompanied by the following information:
   1) Tool number (Asset Number)
   2) Nomenclature
   3) Part number of the part(s) the item produces or tests.

II. Special Tooling Drawings

Seller shall provide Buyer detailed drawings for all Special Tooling acquired by Seller under this contract identified in this contract as "critical need" Special Tooling, or as otherwise requested by Buyer.

III. Special Tooling and Special Test Equipment Identification

Seller shall use Buyer's numbering system for all items of Special Tooling and Special Test Equipment acquired under this contract.

Each item of Special Test Equipment shall have Buyer's property identification tag affixed.

Each item of Special Tooling shall be permanently marked with Buyer's identification number, the part number the item fabricates or tests, and ownership designation such as "Boeing", "U.S. Government", or customer's name as directed by Buyer.

IV. Surveillance

Seller, upon request of Buyer, shall complete and return an inventory certification and surveillance questionnaire.